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Blue Ghosts in View
In Gratitude
Even though we celebrated Thanksgiving months ago, as we
approach spring, 2021, there are reasons to be grateful all over
again. Many of us have had Covid vaccine shots and can anticipate
the days when we can gather and return to a more normal way of
life. We are not far from the blooming of bloodroot, daffodils and
the greening of Sherwood Forest. We will soon see and hear the
blue-headed vireos, goldfinches and hummingbirds as they return.
There are other reasons to be grateful. I want to recognize and
thank some people for whom I have great appreciation:
•

Thanks to SFF’s outgoing board members Greg Allikas, Diana
Refsland, Lelia Duncan and Mary Wickham who were a valued
presence and worked to establish our fledging nonprofit on
more solid ground.

•

Thanks to those who share our mission and stepped up to join
our board: Linda McGehee, Diane Rago and Eric Young.

•

Thanks to all the committee members and volunteers who
join the board to make what we have done possible.

•

Thanks to those who have joined or renewed their
memberships to allow us to preserve and conserve the
natural and cultural resources of the Cedar Mountain area.

•

Thanks to those who use Amazon Smiles to share a
percentage of their purchases with us. Even though we don’t
receive a huge amount, every quarter we have participated
our donation amount has grown. Please help us continue
that trend.

This spring we look forward to celebrating Earth Day, our Blue
Ghosts, the first SFF Hike n’ Bike fundraiser for our scholarship,
and participating in Transylvania County’s “Leave it Better”
campaign to keep the tourists’ footprint on our forest areas as
small as possible. Look for details to come on these activities.
It doesn’t hurt to give thanks more than once a year!
Carol McCullough

Don’t tell anybody but the Blue Ghosts will be returning to our
newly darkened forest. Sherwood Forest has embraced Dark Sky
protocols and we hope to be rewarded with some spectacular
light shows this coming May. Here are a few things we can do to
get ready for our own private show.
First of all train your eyes. You can develop “night vision” by
keeping in darkness for a few minutes. Once your eyes are
acclimated to the darkness you’ll be able to navigate much easier.
Don’t look into a bright light because your pupils will shut down
and you’ll have to acclimate all over again.
It would be handy if you can get a flashlight that has a red beam.
You would want to walk with it pointed toward the ground. Red
and amber light is less likely to mess with your night vision.
Turn off lights around places that you expect to see Blue Ghosts.
Many outdoor lights are already on timers and motion sensors. It
would be good to keep outside lights turned off during the Blue
Ghost mating season. Sherwood Forest regulations require that no
lights be on all night so dusk to dawn lights should be on timers.
We hope that the five bright L.E.D. streetlights Sherwood Forest
rents from Duke Energy will be off by May.
Try to be deferential and tread quietly. Remember it’s their party.
Our noise could ruin potential relationships.
There are some incredible places to find Blue Ghosts. Those bugs
evolved along with our rainforest for eons. Normally they are to
be found under
a layered canopy
in boggy areas
that are fairly free
of underbrush.
Trailhead edges
are my favorite
areas for ghostly
appearance, but
any dark place
that is located
under a canopy
and not too bushy
might work.
Photo: Hey Smokies
Bill Thomas reminds us that places that have been disturbed by
human traffic are not conducive to Ghost procreation. It might be
fun to distance gather in small groups and trek around the forest
to find your favorite spot and share with others. Green areas and
undeveloped spots are everywhere so expect surprises.
Al Brothers

Dark Sky!

The world celebrates! International Dark
Sky Week is April 5-12. Take a moment
and savor the night in our Forest!

Save the Date

May 13, 2021
Blue Ghost Bubble v. 2.5
The Japanese enjoy moon watching
parties. On Cedar Mountain, we watch Blue
Ghosts. We’re bubbling up a special treat to
enhance your viewing. More info to come on
sherwoodforestfriends.com and via email.

Orchid Trickery
Pollination
Orchids offer an intellectual challenge to those who are seduced
by their beauty. With somewhere around 30,000 described
species, orchids can be found on every continent except for
Antarctica.
Some species of Brassia, their flowers
decorated with spots and blotches, appear
to the UV vision of certain female wasps
as a spider in its web. These wasps are
parasitic and lay their eggs in spiders which
they have anesthetized with a potent sting,
thus providing a food source for their
young. Wasps that attempt to parasitize
a Brassia maculata flower generally end
up with a pollen packet stuck to their
abdomen. When the wasp repeats its
mistake with another flower it deposits the
pollen to its stigma, pollinating the flower. Aggressive behavior by
territorial bees is responsible for the pollination of many species of
Onciidinae including the dainty dancing lady of Florida’s Treasure
Coast, Tolumnia bahamensis. Pseudocopulation is another
common pollination strategy among orchids; The flowers resemble
a mate to the pollinator.
Catasetum is a fascinating genus
of sexually dimorphic orchids
that relies on offering a reward
to attract pollinators. Pollinated
by fast moving, metallic, male
Euglossine bees, Catasetum
flowers offer their visitors
an intoxicating bouquet of
fragrances...pine, cinnamon, menthol, caraway and others. The
bees collect the fragrance in special organs on their hind legs. They
are thought to use the fragrance as a sort of cologne to attract a
mate. Eventually there is a misstep and the frenzied bee bumps
into a pair of trigger hairs on the column. The pollinia are ejected
with such force that the bee is often knocked off the flower with
a pair of pollen masses stuck to his forehead. Eventually he will
attend a receptive flower and the pollen comes in contact with the
viscid stigmatic surface.

Orchid trickery is not exclusive to tropical
orchids. Our very own Cranefly Orchid,
Tipularia discolor, has enlisted nocturnal
miller moths for pollination. These moths
find the flowers soon after they open and
visit them as long as there is still nectar in
the long nectar spurs. The asymmetry of
the flowers causes the pollinia to attach to
one of the moth’s eyes. Often, as a cruel
joke on the moth, the eye is extracted
along with the pollinia into the stigma of
the receiving flower.
Several Appalachian orchids rely on bumblebees for pollination
while most of our smaller flowered species are pollinated by gnats
and other small flies. Showy Orchis, Galearis spectabilis, provides a
nectar reward for bumblebees whereas our Lady Slippers deceive
the pollinator with fragrance but provide no reward. Once a bee
enters the pouch of the Cypripedium he encounters downward
facing hairs that allow only one exit past the reproductive part of
the flower. Orchid species-pollinator relationships are not as well
defined here as in the tropics and each species may be pollinated
by several different bees, flies or moths.
Their diversity of pollination mechanisms is a fascinating study in
itself, first introduced by Charles Darwin in his 1862 book, On the
Various Contrivances by Which British and Foreign Orchids Are
Fertilised by Insects, and On the Good Effects of Intercrossing.
Greg Allikas

You can support the Friends and its programs by heading
to Amazon Smile. It’s easy! Set your browser to “smile.
amazon.com” and navigate to “Get Started.” Search for
“Sherwood Forest Friends” and begin shopping.
There is no additional cost to you, it works with Prime
accounts, and 0.5% of your purchases, or $5 for every
$1,000 spent, will be donated to SFF. Just be sure to start
your shopping at AmazonSmile!

Naming Names
It’s been almost two years now. There were about twenty of us
heading up Greenwood Trail in single file for an annual Spring
wildflower hike. It was a time when we could still hug each other
and hike closely and stoop in a huddle without caution. I found
myself in the front half of the group with Susan Goldsworthy as
our leader. We quite quickly moved from greeting our human
neighbors to focusing on the green ones at our feet. If I were
walking alone I would be entranced by the amazing geology of
this trail and the massive moss covered fallen logs and the big old
maybe-Chestnut stumps. I would recognize a dozen or so of the
wildflowers, and a few more each year.
I watched Susan, though, walking through an entirely different
neighborhood, actually crowded with familiar friends. One was
tiny and plain and seemed insignificant to me but Susan stopped
and gave full attention to the almost invisible flowers. She knew
not only the common name but both Latin ones. She introduced
us and suddenly phones were out taking pictures and we were
looking at a being worthy of interest and respect. Someone asked
for the correct spelling of its name.
Susan walked on companionably through this community of
green friends, noticing and stopping here and there, occasionally
pausing to acknowledge the voice of a warbler or towhee. We
followed, accepting introductions happily.
An old friend of mine used to insist that it’s more “spiritual” to
think of all nature as one, and that knowing names of plants
doesn’t enhance that, but could actually interfere. That seems
a little foolish to me, like saying we should love the human race,
but not bother engaging with the idiosyncrasies of our our fellow
humans.

You’re invited to join fellow Friends as we gather to Leave It
Better by picking up trash at two DuPont parking lots. We’ve
lamented the impact burgeoning visitation to our local park has
had. Here’s an opportunity to make a positive contribution to the
environment. The Leave It Better campaign was developed by
Transylvania County Tourism. They provide safety vests, trash bags
and other tools. Participants will receive a token to redeem at the
Brevard Visitor Center for a logo shopping bag or pint cup.
Dates, all Thursdays, are April 8, June 3, July 8, and September
9. Meet at RH Barn at 3:00 p.m. to determine potential for
carpooling. We’ll travel to our sites, clean up, and memorialize
the event in a photo featuring us and our trash. Those interested
will adjourn to the Cedar Mountain Canteen for a post-mortem.
Documenting our efforts puts us in the running for a $2,500
grant to be spent on a green initiative of our own. While larger
organizations may have the lead in going for the gold, this is a
great opportunity to do something good in the larger ‘hood and
spend some socially-distanced time outdoors together.
If you are interested in joining the crew, please contact Susan
Wilkinson at 301-862-9721 or sgeew7@gmail.com and keep it
clean!

Don’t get me wrong, I don’t think there’s anything magical about
calling members of other species by their names. It’s what that
implies though: a focus, a respect, an interest in needs, likes and
dislikes, habits, and thus, a true bond of relationship.
Cathy Reimer

Illustration: Shirl Thomas

SFF Memorial Gifts 2018-2020
Since its founding, Sherwood Forest Friends has gratefully
accepted gifts to memorialize the forest spirit of departed friends
and neighbors. These gifts include:
In Memory of Sid Schwager
Roz Banks & Marion Latham. Patricia Barmeyer. Libby & Jerry
Brown. Charley & Elke Burden. Carol Dugger. Susan Goldsworthy.
Bebbie McCary. Gus & Margaret Napier. Cathy & Terril . Diana
Refsland & Ruthie Zaleon. Julie Schwager. Mary Wickham.

In Memory of John Aull
Kathy Figiel & Greg Allikas. Martha & Ed Bridges. Charley & Elke
Burden. Sally Mateja.
In Memory of Mike Jones
Martha & Ed Bridges
In Memory of Ruth Refsland O’Sullivan
Martha and Ed Bridges
In Memory of Jim Smith
Charley & Elke Burden

Sherwood Forest Friends Get Up & Get Out Challenge
What: Virtual Hike n’ Bike
When: FREE registration on RunSignUp.com by April 26 and complete your miles by May 16
Why: Raise money for our annual scholarship
Who: Hikers, walkers, bikers, skippers, swimmers…whoever wants to support our scholarship with
some activity…or whoever wants to donate without working up a sweat!
Where: Participate wherever you are or want to be! Cousin in Florida, aunt in Alaska, residents of
Sherwood Forest in their other home…book clubs, scout troops, church choirs, garden clubs, and any
group who wants to be together online.
Watch for more information! Meanwhile, break in your new hiking boots!
Polish the chrome on your bike…and get ready to Get Up & Get Out!

Membership
Residents of this region treasure the forested setting and
mountain culture of western North Carolina. We strive to
embrace local history, learn about the ancient geology and
wildlife of the southern Appalachians, and enjoy the singular
music, art, and dance that make this area unique. By giving
to Sherwood Forest Friends, the community benefits from the
pooling of resources and donors enjoy a tax deduction. Together
we can entice artists and performers to delight us with their skills.
Together we can accept property donations and conserve natural
areas that provide habitat for the plants and animals that share
these woods.

Meet the Board
A new year and the Sherwood Forest Friends
has a great new set of board members joining
us. Check out their bios on our website at
www.sherwoodforestfriends.org/officersand-board-members and say hi when you see
them around the forest.

Contributors Wanted

Board of Directors
Carol McCullough
Kirk Friedland
Libby Brown
Linda McGehee
At Large
Caroline Chambers
Clint Owings
Susan Wilkinson
Eric Young

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Gwenne Hayes-Stewart
Diane Rago
Diana Refsland

Sherwood Forest Friends, Inc., is a not-for-profit charitable
organization under Section 501©(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code. Our federal identification number is 82-1825571.
Sherwood Forest Friends
P.O. Box 212, Cedar Mountain, NC 2871

The Friends quarterly newsletter aspires to inform and
entertain. We welcome reader suggestions and contributions
of art, photographs, poetry, and short articles of fact or fiction
for publication in print or on our website. Please contact us at
newsletter@sff.org with your ideas.

Membership Levels
Supporter – $50
Forest Friend – $100
Patron – $250
Benefactor – $500
Friends Forever – $5,000 or
more
Honor those you love and
respect:
Memorial – Celebrate the life
and legacy of someone dear
Tribute – Acknowledge an
individual’s achievements

Sherwood Forest Friends is
now able to accept stocks. If
you are interested in discussing
a bequeath to the organization,
please contact Kirk Friedland
(kirk.friedland@gmail.com)
or Carol McCullough (404423-6055). Your generous
gifts allow us to continue the
important work of celebrating
and preserving the natural and
cultural resources of the Cedar
Mountain area.

